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Disclaimer
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” which include all statements other than statements of historical fact.
Such forward-looking statements can often be identified by words such as “plans”, “expects”, “intends”, “estimates”, “will”
“may”, “continue”, “should” and similar expressions. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other important factors beyond the Company's and/or its Management control that could cause the actual
results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on
numerous assumptions regarding the Company's present and future business strategies and the environment in which the
Company will operate in the future. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they
relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-looking statements
speak only as at the date as of which they are made, and the Company and/or its Management does not intend and has no
duty or obligation to supplement, amend, update or revise any of the forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect
any change in the Company's and/or its Management expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or
circumstances on which any such statements are based. The information and opinions contained in this presentation are
provided as at the date of this presentation and are subject to change by the Company's own discretion without notice of any
kind and form.
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Overview
Three-year project to transform Rosinter (ROST) into a
stable, profitable, scalable and predictable operation:

New – seasoned
management
team
(expat+local)

Medium-term
strategy to build
the foundation for
long-term and
sustainable
growth

Major priority
areas being
already addressed
to support
strategic agenda

We will consolidate a guest-focused organization with
compelling brands and culture that excite our guests and
build up sustainable EBITDA growth
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To return to sustainable profitability…

…our team needs to focus on 3 things:

Transactions, Transactions, Transactions
Which entails:
§Focusing the portfolio
§Re-establishing brand & operational competitiveness
§Improving profitability & sustainability
§Selective growth
§Reorganising, enhancing & retaining capabilities
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Our new leadership team
Business people with strong management experience in mid and mass market
multi-branded hospitality business
Ability to address with a team effort multiple areas that require immediate and
simultaneous attention
Optimal blend of experience and skills:
• Big restaurant chains management - International and Russian
• Brand development and repositioning
• Turnaround & performance improvement track record
• Best in class expertise in their area of responsibility
• Challenge-driven and hospitality-oriented

Strong, challenging, independent and hands-on professionals
Shared hospitality business management philosophy and culture
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Focus the Portfolio
Focus the portfolio addresses our need to concentrate on our scalable and high potential
brands and will reduce management distraction generated by non-core businesses

CORE BUSINESSES

NON-CORE BUSINESSES

Profitable, growing, or high-potential
brands or businesses

Weaker or sub-scale brands, geographies
or restaurants

IL Patio
Planet Sushi

American Bar & Grill
Siberian Crown
123 Cafe

TGI Friday’s
Moka-Loka
Costa Coffee

Pechki Lavochki

Transportation hubs

Corporate Canteens

Continue to develop and expand
selectively in 2013

Review and decide future in portfolio
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Re-establish brand & operational competitiveness
Brand Revitalisation is one of our most critical priorities and is the umbrella term for major
initiatives for our two main brands (IL Patio and Planet Sushi)

Menu
revitalization
(4Q 2012)

§ Menu revitalisation to rapidly begin to improve product quality
§ Improve menu quality through selective investment in dishes and
optimising the menu mix – target to be cash gross profit neutral
§ Marketing actions such as Credit card / partnership marketing, sales
drives, happy hours, etc… to support new menu rollout

Infrastructure
upgrade
(2012 – 13)
Genesis
(2012 – 14)
Next
generation
(2013 – 15)

§ Update restaurant assets and infrastructure to current standards.
§ Additional budget of approximately RUR 280 mln available for
CAPEX & maintenance
§ Shorter-term site refresh with holistic review of team, menu,
environment and more tactical traffic generation
§ Create “gold-standard” reference sites
§ Estimated 3m RUR / $100k per site investment
§ Targeted at sites with high visibility or requiring greater operational
turnaround
§ Major repositioning of brands with a 10 year horizon
§ Estimated 10-11m RUR / $350k per site investment
§ Initially targeted at sites with high visibility or requiring a
more radical turnaround
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Improving profitability & sustainability
Restaurant portfolio profitability has decreased since 2007 and our strategy includes several initiatives
that will improve our margins in a sustainable way. Our main actions in the short-term (2012-2013) are:

§ Increased revenue per store
Corporate
stores
margins
improvement

Restaurants day-part management to increase visit occasions
(breakfast, mid morning coffee, lunch, mid-afternoon tea, dinner,
evening drinks and late-night socialization)

§ New improvements to kitchen ergonomics
It combines with the kitchen display system to increase speed of
service and reduce waste allowing increased guest satisfaction and
table turnover in peak hours

§ Daily Labour Control Project (DLC) deployment
Maximizes productivity by targeting restaurant staff labour
deployment to focus on the key Guest Net Promoter Score (GNPS)
indicators for improvement areas such as speed of service,
temperature of food and waiter attentiveness

§ Further efficiencies in Supply Chain
More efficient tender process and enhanced support to manage food
inflation
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Selective growth: corporate
•Selective corporate growth will concentrate in 2013 mainly on transportation
hubs and some additional select new locations, including Costa Coffee.
•Until we have revitalized our IL Patio and Planet Sushi brands and
strengthened our Moscow operations we will selectively grow

Improving the
core
(2012 – 13)

Selective
development
(2012 -14)

Back to growth
(2015 +)

•

Fix the core estate – update of our assets and
infrastructure in the short-term

•

Portfolio Focus – corporate brands and store portfolio

•

Grow our operations in transportation hubs –
Opportunity to consolidate further our leadership in
airports and train stations by participating in ongoing
modernization projects.

•

Selective new openings, including Costa Coffee

•

Brand revitalization – genesis stores roll out for IL Patio
and Planet Sushi

•

New openings – transportation hubs and core brands

•

Brand revitalization – next generation IL Patio and
Planet Sushi stores roll out
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Selective growth: franchising
Franchising will continue to be an important part of our business
• 130 restaurants in 19 cities and 5 countries as at August 31, 2012
•

RUR 320 mln revenue in 2011

Franchise
support
organization
(2012 – 13)

Consolidate
franchisee
relationships
(2012 - 13)

•

Franchise operation integration into the operations
team – ensures consistency of focus and approach

•

Franchise support teams integration into corporate
functional teams – focus on “one company mindset”

•

Improved communications, increased transparency,
better support and greater consistency

•

Best practices sharing – use best practice stores
(based on project Genesis) as local hubs to develop
operational excellence for both our corporate stores and
franchisees

•

Improve our marketing support – as we improve our
corporate marketing capability
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Reorganise, Enhance & Retain Capabilities
Our organizational transformation involves:
§ Building a strong management team – with the right skills in the right place
§ Developing greater customer focus – throughout the organisation so that
everyone serves the guest or someone who does
§ Reorganizing & strengthening our operations – closing gaps between brand
and operations, and brands and geographies
§ Reorganizing our franchise operations – to provide a better support to our
franchise partners in running and growing more efficiently their business
§ Allocating increased authority to make decisions through the organization –
but with responsibility to do the job, and accountability for the results
§ Reducing our overhead cost – simplifying processes and improving productivity
§ Increasing our investment in people and training – strengthening our
organizational capability and a culture of adding value throughout the organization
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The potential for this business
Growth estimate for
casual dining segment

8-12% p.a. in value - Russia has scope for continued growth as the
penetration of eating out increases and the major cities and regions further
develop (Russian food service spend per capita is 1/10th of that in mature
markets such as UK and US)

Transaction growth
3-4 years horizon

Our restaurants can accommodate significant transaction growth as we
revitalise our brands. In the mid-term we plan to reverse recent transaction
declines and grow volumes by up to 10%.

Average check

We will continue to offer accessible and affordable eating out that targets the
mid-market. As our brands strengthen we plan to track consumer price
inflation, with potential improvement as confidence returns and consumers
trade up the menu / consume more items.

EBITDA margin
(medium-term target )

12-14% mid-term target based on international benchmarks.
A business the size of RRH has significant opportunities to leverage its size
and scope and improve efficiencies and margins.

Corporate expansion
(2012-13)

Selective growth with focus on transportation hubs and Costa Coffee while
we focus on revitalizing IL Patio and Planet Sushi. Guidance for 2013
openings in January 2013

Corporate expansion
(medium-term, 2014+)

Once our brands have been strengthened we should be able to ramp up our
casual dining store opening rate to 15-25 stores (excluding transportation
hubs and Costa) gross p.a. with a target ROIC 25-35%

Franchise expansion
(from 2013)

20 stores gross p.a.
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Key value drivers and time outline
Value Drivers

4Q 2012

2013

2014

2015

Release growth blockages
Focus Portfolio
Closing brands-ops gap
New franchise support organization
Increase value existing assets
Menu revitalization
Brand revitalization
Day part management
Ergonomic kitchen flow & others
Supply chain increased efficiencies
Overhead reorganization
New Development
Transportation Hubs and Costa
Coffee
Corporate stores expansion
Franchise expansion
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Conclusion – rebuilding value
Situation
§ Successful pioneer & brand builder
§ Organization stretched as scale increased
§ Decline in brand standards & increased
competition leading to traffic decline
§ Inflation eroding our margins
§ However, further growth potential

Rebuilding value
§ Our share price is undervalued – we need to
demonstrate that we can stabilize and return the
business to sustainable & profitable growth
§ The market is growing, and we have the
opportunity to develop and grow with it
§ An experienced and guest-focused management
team is in place
§ Revitalized brands and operational discipline will
enable us to recover and grow our traffic

Strategic agenda
1. Focus the portfolio

§ There is good scope for margin improvement
within the core business, and further
improvement potential once expansion restarts

2. Re-establish brand & operational
competitiveness

§ During 2012 and 2013 we will consolidate the
core business – expansion will be selective

3. Improve profitability & sustainability

§ Further expansion can begin once our brands
are revitalized (from 2014-15)

4. Grow selectively
5. Improve organisational effectiveness

§ We believe we can create significant value for
our guests and our shareholders
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1H 2012 Performance summary
Net Revenue, Rub mln
+3,0%

EBITDA, Rub mln
+72%

5,189

394

+2,6%

5,039

229

214

4,952

7,6%

4,828
4,6%

4,1%
(51)
Consolidated Revenue
1H 2011

Revenue from restaurants and
canteens
1H 2012

(1,0)%EBITDA
1H 2011

Net Profit, Rub mln

(1,4)%
(75)
Net profit

1H 2012

Operating Cash Flow, Rub mln
106

(41)

EBITDA before impairment and loss
on disposal of non-current assets

2,0%

+55%

377
1H 2011

341

346

1H 2012
243

(0,8)%
Net profit before impairment and
loss on disposal of non-current
assets

(6,4)%
(322)

1H 2011

1H 2012

Operating CF before change in
operating assets and liabilities

Net cash flow from operating
activities
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1H 2012 Income Statement

(RUB) thousands

Net revenue
Incl. Revenue from restaurants and canteens
Incl. Revenue from franchising
Cost of sales
Incl. Food and beverages
Incl. Payroll and related taxes
Incl. Rent
Gross profit
SG&A Expenses
Start-up expenses for new restaurants
Other gains
Other losses
Losses from impairment of operating assets
Profit/(loss) from operating activities
Profit/(loss) before tax
Income tax
Net profit/(loss)
EBITDA
EBITDA before impairment
EBITDA before impairment and write-offs

1H 2012

5,188,940
4,951,959
140,865
4,184,439
1,200,068
1,139,162
930,484
1,004,501
769,468
51,868
46,194
52,422
151,423
25,514
(40,637)
(34,500)
(75,137)
213,508
364,931
394,409

1H 2011

100.0 %
95.4 %
2.7 %
80.6 %
23.1 %
22.0 %
17.9 %
19.4 %
14.8 %
1.0 %
0.9 %
1.0 %
2.9 %
0.5 %
(0.8)%
(0.7)%
(1.4)%
4.1 %
7.0 %
7.6 %

5,038,579
4,828,463
132,158
4,157,126
1,213,013
1,225,831
799,135
881,453
790,391
57,034
17,027
118,156
191,082
(258,184)
(369,378)
47,868
(321,510)
(51,371)
139,711
229,326

100.0 %
95.8 %
2.6 %
82.5 %
24.1 %
24.3 %
15.9 %
17.5 %
15.7 %
1.1 %
0.3 %
2.3 %
3.8 %
(5.1)%
(7.3)%
1.0 %
(6.4)%
(1.0)%
2.8 %
4.6 %
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2Q & 1Q 2012 Income Statements

(RUB) thousands

Net revenue
Incl. Revenue from restaurants and canteens
Incl. Revenue from franchising
Cost of sales
Incl. Food and beverages
Incl. Payroll and related taxes
Incl. Rent
Gross profit
SG&A Expenses
Start-up expenses for new restaurants
Other gains
Other losses
Losses from impairment of operating assets
Profit/(loss) from operating activities
Profit/(loss) before tax
Income tax
Net profit/(loss)
EBITDA
EBITDA before impairment
EBITDA before impairment and write-offs

2Q 2012

2,617,807
2,497,047
71,735
2,104,118
598,069
570,989
473,593
513,689
384,002
28,989
34,379
30,679
149,776
(45,378)
(20,090)
(19,329)
(39,419)
47,862
197,638
214,930

1Q 2012

100.0 %
95.4 %
2.7 %
80.4 %
22.8 %
21.8 %
18.1 %
19.6 %
14.7 %
1.1 %
1.3 %
1.2 %
5.7 %
(1.7)%
(0.8)%
(0.7)%
(1.5)%
1.8 %
7.5 %
8.2 %

2,571,133
2,454,912
69,130
2,080,321
601,999
568,173
456,891
490,812
385,466
22,879
11,815
21,743
1,647
70,892
(20,547)
(15,171)
(35,718)
165,646
167,293
179,479

100.0 %
95.5 %
2.7 %
80.9 %
23.4 %
22.1 %
17.8 %
19.1 %
15.0 %
0.9 %
0.5 %
0.8 %
0.1 %
2.8 %
(0.8)%
(0.6)%
(1.4)%
6.4 %
6.5 %
7.0 %
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1H 2012 Debt evolution
Average Interest Rates
• Gross debt decreased by 6,9% to RUB 1,398 mln.
• Net debt decreased by 13,6% leading to Net debt/
EBITDA ratio of 1,8x as of June 30, 2012.

9.3%

9.6%

1Q 2012

2Q 2012

9.7%

• Long-term component of the debt portfolio increased
to 55.9% as of June 30, 2012.

FY 2011

Debt Portfolio

Debt maturity
RUB 250
mln
1H 2014

RUB 158
mln
2H 2012

RUB 1,398 mln

RUB 1,501 mln

44.1%
80.7%

55.9%
19.3%
RUB 531
mln
2H 2013

RUB 458
mln
1H 2013

1H 2012
Short-term debt

FY 2011
Long-term debt
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Jan-Aug 2012: Operational Update
Same-Store Sales dynamics (LFL), %

Network Expansion in Jan-Aug 2012
2011

Openings

Closings

Aug 2012

Corporate

254

13

13

254

6.0%

Franchised

129

14

13

130

4.0%

Subtotal

383

27

26

384

8.0%

6.9%

2.0%
1.6%

-

Costa
Coffee

24

1

-

25

Total
outlets

407

28

26

409

2010

2011

(2.0)%

Jan-Aug 2012
(1.5)%

Number of transactions dynamics (LFL), %
• As at 31 August 2012 OJSC Rosinter Restaurants Holding
operates 409 outlets in 43 cities in Russia, CIS and Central
Europe, including Baltic countries:
• 384 casual dining restaurants, including 130 franchised
restaurants
• 25 Costa Coffee outlets
• During Jan-Aug
• 2012, 28 new restaurants were opened and 26 closed for net
chain growth by 2 outlets.
• In 1H 1202 the remaining 50% stake in Costa JV was acquired.

8.0%
6.0%
4.0%

6.5%

2.0%
(2.0)%
(4.0)%

2010

2011

Jan-Aug 2012

(3.0)%

(3.9)%

(6.0)%
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Contacts
OJSC Rosinter Restaurants Holding
Dushinskaya str., 7, bld.1
Moscow, 111024, Russia
Tel: +7 495 788 44 88, ext. 2108
Е-mail: ir@rosinter.ru
Official web-site: www.rosinter.ru, www.rosinter.com
Ticker: ROST
Exchange: MICEX and RTS
For investor relation purpose, please contact:
Tigran Aslanyan, Interim CFO
Konstantin Kravtsov, Head of corporate reporting
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